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Ondarreta tables & chairs
Ondarreta is the name of one of the three beaches that line the famous bay of the city
of San Sebastián. A carpentry workshop on this beach was witness to a particular
lifestyle and also to the beginning of a family history dedicated to the creation of tables
and chairs.
In the heart of the Basque Country, a passion for working with wood still flourishes:
for turning it into something more, for giving it a shape and a name. And 1975 saw the
founding, just a few kilometres away from the first workshop, of the company that
today is: Ondarreta, tables and chairs.
After three generations working in carpentry, Ondarreta offers families of designs that
work both with each other and with the styles of other product families. The multiple
formats for the same design provide solutions to the requirements of the designers,
offering different ways to sit and to distribute seats.

Ondarreta at Orgatec

Simply make life easy and beautiful.
Ondarreta, one open space with four different environments, will be presenting a
variety of multipurpose products for contract use.
Work
A study area, with multisize tables and swivel chairs all set up together, perfect for
small offices spaces or big open spaces with private areas.
Share
A polyvalent area: a meeting room, a library or an open concept for co-working
office. Surrounded with a range of our modular shelves system, perfect for storage,
dividers or just add a touch of design to the space.
Eat
A recreational area, suited for new open kitchen concepts at work. A high table,
surrounded by a variety types of stools, it will not only be an eating area but a place
to relax and have some down time.
Relax
A lounge area, an ideal corner for: networking, informal meetings, or a place to relax
and regroup during the day.

Video collaboration with
Ben van Berkel
designer of the Silu chair and table.

The founder of the celebrated
international studio UNStudio is
a lover of the curvilinear forms
“so prevalent in the human body’’
and has taken this to impossible
extremes in architecture. He has
also

challenged

Ondarreta

to

make a unique chair based on
wood curved in two directions, of
different thicknesses, stackable,
slightly hollowed out to make it light
ergonomic and sustainable.

It is collection with a very complex construction that in the words of Ben van
Berkel “has taken as much time to develop as one of our buildings. It is not easy
to build a chair without resorting to metallic assemblies to support its structure
... We are delighted that this one is made respecting the essence of carpentry
knowledge, which is of the highest standard where Ondarreta is concerned. “
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and at the same time very stable,

“We wanted a chair whose stability,
lightness and ergonomics would provide
a solution to our exercises in engineering,
in which we do not shrink from the
challenges

of

reproducing

complex

curvatures and promoting organicity
in large projects. We wanted it to be
sustainable and pure, with the type of
design that allows us to think about the
future while at the same time retaining
the nobility of wood as a material and the
accumulated experience of the past.”
As a lover of landscapes, Japanese
architecture and nature, his interest in
obtaining a sustainable design was a
priority. After a period of study and the
maturing of this design, we now add the
table, which being a result of the same
philosophy avoids edges and exhibits
an impeccable finish in the joints of the
curved pieces.
At the Milan Fair, Ondarreta presents a
video that shows the collaboration with
Dutch architect Ben van Berkel, from his
studio in Amsterdam and featuring the
San Sebastian landscape that surrounds
the factory and provides inspiration for
its production.
You will find more information about
Silu in this dossier
vimeo.com/madeinondarreta

DRY COLLECTION
Ondarreta team

DRY COLLECTION
Nadia Arratibel & Ondarreta team
DRY, the most architectural basic line in the catalogue, has led to the creation of shelves
with the same sober style, whose modular construction allows an infinite number of
combinations. With a steel structure, it can be completed with modules with doors,
drawers, castors and even perforated panels. Apart from steel shelves, Ondarreta also
offers alternative shelves in birch plywood.
The origin of this family can be traced back to a bench with simple, light and sober lines
whose aesthetics have been transferred to the Dry collection of tables. Now there are
also new double or triple tables, with the possibility of composing these in different
heights, widths and lengths. And in this way an outstanding collection has been created.

The new Dry collection stands
out for its steel frame with
sober lines and minimal
dimensions.

BAI COLLECTION
Ander Lizaso

BAI COLLECTION
Ander Lizaso
BAI: after the recent incorporation of the model for outdoors, the chair that means ‘yes’
in the Basque language and which already offered multiple types of metallic foot is now
presented with wooden legs. In natural or stained oak or beech, from one side they appear
square, and from the other side rounded.
It is a model that reaches full maturity, being offered with or without upholstery and with
the full range of feet that provide different functionalities for both domestic and office
settings or as contract furniture.
A new model of table with crossed legs (as in the original design of the BAI chair), in steel
or wood (oak or beech), is also added to the family.

New table model with cross
feet, steel or wood (oak or
beech).

LANA COLLECTION
Yonoh Studio

LANA COLLECTION
Yonoh Studio

The lounge chair collection continues to grow, with different upholsteries and finishes to
suit all kinds of environments. For example, the incorporation of upholstered armrests
in the armchairs, following the excellent reception of this collection in the hotel sector.
As a new feature, it is now complemented with low tables with the same structure in
wood (natural or stained beech) and with porcelain tops. Another novelty is the same
tables from the collection in steel, with finishes in any epoxy colour and the worktop in
glass or porcelain.

New tables in natural beech or tinted.

Glass countertop
for the new table
Lana in steel.
The armchair
incorporates
upholstered
armrests.

SILU COLLECTION
UNStudio

SILU COLLECTION
Ben van Berkel, UNStudio
Ben van Berkel’s continuous chair is made out of wood in an extraordinary way. Stability
is its outstanding quality, in addition to a sustainable, ergonomic and contemporary
design following the tradition of the best carpentry techniques and expertise in the
curving of wood, which occurs in two directions in the back of the chair.
“My world is the world in transformation. That’s why I try to free
the design of any style fixation.”

In the SILU table, the quality of the wood construction is clearly apparent, especially
in the joint between the leg and the worktop, where it curves to meet the solid wood.
Following the same forms as the chair, it avoids edges at this point.
The wood is certified ash or oak and is available in natural colours but also in a range of
stains that can be combined.
“I’m interested in how the design feels. In a building it is very
rare for the body to touch the construction, whereas here all of
the construction – the chair – touches the body.”

Other famous chairs with
links to architecture
Another famous chair in the Ondarreta catalogue is Iesu, which has the signature of
architect Rafael Moneo. This chair has the same name as the church built by Moneo in
San Sebastián (it means Jesus in Latin). “Moneo wanted a chair that was in harmony
with the architecture of the Iglesia de los Ángeles: it is a very sturdy and austere piece,
made of oak, a very noble material.”

The award-winning Spanish Pavilion at the last Venice Biennale of Architecture featured
the Clip folding chair. “This chair has been with us for more than 10 years. It sells very
well in the United States. It is a folding chair but is in no way conventional. When closed
it only occupies 3 centimetres, and can be stacked and hung on the wall, releasing the
floor space, occupying very little itself. This is Ondarreta’s answer to shortage of space.”
Clip is light thanks to its steel tube structure but it is warm and comfortable, due to a
textile backrest that adapts to the body and a laminated beech seat.

NEW ACCESSORIES
Ondarreta’s design team offers its own proposals in a range of colours and finishes for all
families of tables, chairs and shelves that can be combined with each other. Pouffes and
cushions complete the possibilities of combining fabrics with other textiles designed to
match the upholstered seats of the collections and the natural or non-natural finishes
of their respective wood or steel structures.

For further information please contact us:
felices@felices.agency
marketing@ondarreta.com
Photo download link:
https://tinyurl.com/ondarreta2018
www.ondarreta.com

Nora & Nadia Arratibel,
second generation at the head of Ondarreta

